I don't just sit there, Wallace Middendorp.

Make a noise. Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft drink.

What did you do when Joe (Boxcar) Fitchburg was kicked off the football team just because he flunked out of six other eastern colleges? What did you do, Wallace Middendorp?

And when the school newspaper's editor resigned in protest because The Chatter published certain salacious portions of the life of Wallace Middendorp, wouldn't the chancellor wouldn't allow the publication of certain salacious portions of your life, Wallace Middendorp?

You're a vegetable. Protest, Wallace Middendorp. Make a stand. Make a noise! Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft drink.

Open a bottle of Sprite at the next campus speakeasy. Let it rustle and bubble to the masses.

Let its lusty carbonation echo through the halls of ivy. Let its parting, unbridled exuberance infect the crowd with excitement.

Do these things, Wallace Middendorp. Do these things, and what big corporation is going to hire you?

---

**POWER YOUR PLAY**

**JANET NELLY-PLUS**

For Sale - Bringing Out Good Times............. Bosch

**ASHAWAY SPORTS CRAFTS**

For Sale - Bringing Out Good Times............. Darien

**JABY VARGAS**

For Sale - Bringing Out Good Times............. Pos..

**FRED FESTEJES**

For Sale - Bringing Out Good Times............. Darien

---

**Tech Cob Run April art exhibit**

By Gool Kassell

An April art exhibition will be held in the Tech Cob from April 9 to April 30. Included in the exhibit will be paintings, prints, and sculpture.

Alexander Zavelle, Cob manager, said that the exhibit will be free and open to the public during regular store hours, 8:00 until 9:30.

The Cambridge Art Association, which is sponsoring the display, is a group of artists composed of artists and professionals who wish to encourage the growth of art as an important part of everyday life. The exhibit will be held in the midst of cities, small and large. VTOL terminals would take up only two acres of land for all but the largest cities. As present plans, New York would have two major terminals, one near Wall Street, and the other in Midtown, near the Pan Am Building. Boston and Washington would have one major terminal each. All other cities, with the routes would have smaller terminals, right down to the proposed Fitchburg, Mass. terminal with a capacity of one plane per day.

---

**Ispip to Fitchburg**

Short haul air transportation possible by 1980

By Mickey Warren

In a few short years you may find yourself at a little airport in downtown Boston, awaiting to board an "airbus." Destination: It could be New York, or Washington, D.C., but a little more choice would be Ithaca, New York, or Fitchburg, Mass.

According to a study conducted for the US Commerce Dept. by MIT, a Northeast Corridor air transportation system with 39 terminals in the northeast.

The researchers came to four major conclusions: 1) A short haul air transportation system for the Northeast Corridor could be developed during the 1970's period for about $32,000,000, and can help educate and train nearly 100,000 other citizens through their own home television sets. ETV also envisions many disadvantaged school children to the latest teaching techniques and courses on the new math, conversational French, and advanced science.

---

**Can Van Heusen Vanopress Save This Romance?**

He sure was handsome. But what funny shirts! Then he happened upon "Vanopress." ... ZAH! He emerged, dressed, all in a great authentic styled shirt. Permanently pressed the shirt was made, it will never need pressing again.

---

**Van Heusen Shirts & Sportswear Available at Harvard Bazaar**

Just half-a-mile down at 576 Mass. Ave.